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83% 

of web sites have had a serious vulnerability



 

64%
of all sites have one right now



 

What makes the 
web so hard to 

secure?



 

Browsers

Infrastructure

Insuffcient security experts

Insecure coding practices

Education

Policy

Standards

Poor design choices

Attackers

Web Designers
JavaScript

HTML

Flash



 

There are no restrictions 
within a web page



 

Sandbox



 

Baby



 

Toys



 



 



 

Separation between components 
can mitigate attacks



 



 

But not many 
web 

developers use 
encapsulation



 



 

Infographics 
make complex 
data easier to 
understand 

using visuals



 

Equations 
allow more 

detailed 
analysis...

if you 
understand 

them



 



 

The people who make web pages...

... are also the people who make 
infographics



 

Visual 
Security 

Policy



Math is hard, let's draw boxes!





http://attacker.com



The Attack

● Redirects the form to at tacker.com





http://attacker.com



 



 

ViSP for Drupal
<st ructure alt="Whole page">
    <st ructure alt="Column 1">
      <box id="div:node:1" alt="Main post " />
      <box id="div:w4:1" alt="Comment  1" />
    < /st ructure>
    <st ructure alt="Column 2"> 
       <box id="div:w2:1" alt="Login Box">
   < /st ructure>
</st ructure>



More complex: Facebook

● Facebook is now ¼ of  page views in the US
● Contains many high r isk elements:

● user-generated content
● advert isers
● apps
● Users who don't  get  secur ity

● Fair ly complex layout
● Visually very busy







ViSP for Facebook home page



Facebook Code
onloadRegister(function (){Arbiter.registerCallback(function () {UIIntentionalStream.instance.oldest = 1264540346;DOM.replace(DOM.find(document.documentElement, "#pagelet_intentional_stream .UIShowMore_Pager"), 
HTML("<div class=\"UIShowMore_Pager UIContentBox lightblue_box pas\"><div class=\"UIShowMore_PagerInner clearfix\"><div class=\"UIShowMore_ShowMore\"><a rel=\"async\" href=\"#\" ajaxify=\"\/ajax\/intent.php?
filter=h&amp;oldest=1264540346&amp;use_primer=1\" class=\"PagerMoreLink\">Older Posts<i class=\"PagerArrow img spritemap_icons sx_icons_down_arrow_blue\"><\/i><img 
src=\"http:\/\/b.static.ak.fbcdn.net\/rsrc.php\/zBS5C\/hash\/7hwy7at6.gif\" class=\"UIShowMore_Pager_Loader\" style=\"height:11px;width:16px;\" \/><\/a><\/div><div class=\"UIIntentionalStream_HiddenInfo\"><a rel=\"dialog\" 
href=\"\/ajax\/feed\/edit_options_dialog.php?filter_key=h\">Edit options<\/a><\/div><\/div><\/div>"));Arbiter.inform("first_stream_pagelet_ready", false, Arbiter.BEHAVIOR_STATE);},["first_stream_pagelet_ready"]);;});
onloadRegister(function (){ufi_add_textarea_control(8000, "Write a comment...");;});
onafterloadRegister(function (){UIIntentionalStream.instance.loadMoreOnScroll("div_story_1810838803_461776435696", 45, 1264625452);;});
; onloadRegister(function (){window.__UIControllerRegistry["c4b60a731510823f617c1b"] = new UIPagelet("c4b60a731510823f617c1b", "\/pagelet\/home\/nux_guide.php", {"template":"home_hasfriends"}, {});; ;;});
; onloadRegister(function (){window.__UIControllerRegistry["c4b60a731512d816f2a8f4"] = new UIPagelet("c4b60a731512d816f2a8f4", "\/pagelet\/presence.php", {"user":1157525754,"appId":null,"hide":false}, {});; ;;});
onloadRegister(function (){window.presenceCookieManager = new CookieManager(2, true);
window.channelManager = new ChannelManagerPro("1157525754", 0, {"MIN_RETRY_INTERVAL":3000,"MAX_RETRY_INTERVAL":60000}, false, false);
window.presence = new Presence("1157525754", "Terri Oda", "Terri", 1264625457000, 0, 
{"UPDATE_GRANULARITY":20,"BUDDY_BASE_TIME":40,"BUDDY_MAX_TIME":900,"BUDDY_COST_NEVER_SENT_MESSAGE":900,"BUDDY_COST_NO_LIST_CHANGE":30,"BUDDY_COST_NO_CHAT_TABS":30,"BUDDY
_COST_CHAT_ACTIVITY":180,"BUDDY_COST_VIEW_ACTIVITY":180,"BUDDY_COST_PAGE_ACTIVITY":180,"BUDDY_MAX_ACTIVITY_MINS":180,"BUDDY_MAX_AVAIL_COOKIE":20,"BUDDY_VIEW_FETCH_WINDOW":1
20,"NOTIFICATIONS_PIGGYBACK_PERCENTAGE":10,"CHAT_UI_COOKIE_CACHE_WINDOW":25,"NOTIFICATIONS_CACHE_VERSION":1});
window.presenceUpdater = new PresenceUpdater();
window.presenceNotifications = new ChatNotifications(0, 17, 1264625457000, {"128581025231":"Marketplace","2409997254":"Likes","19675640871":"Feed Comments","2305272732":"Photos","2530096808":"Pages"}, 
1264520985, 0, 10, 1);
window.chatOptions = new ChatOptions(1, {"compact_buddylist":0,"sticky_buddylist":0,"sound":1});
window.buddyList = new ChatBuddyList();
buddyList.initNoRender(15, {"786505526":{"i":0,"fl":["-1"]}}, 1264625353000, 1, true, {"1210706265283":{"n":"Anita Borg","o":1,"c":7,"h":0},"1210705905274":{"n":"Carleton","o":1,"c":20,"h":0},"1250536181006":
{"n":"GHC","o":1,"c":2,"h":0},"1158569201889":{"n":"Guild","o":1,"c":8,"h":0},"1210708385336":{"n":"John's friends","o":1,"c":8,"h":0},"1210705825272":{"n":"MBL\/Lisgar","o":1,"c":12,"h":0},"1210707265308":
{"n":"NCF","o":1,"c":3,"h":0},"1156645153789":{"n":"Open Source","o":1,"c":29,"h":0},"1179194877518":{"n":"Susan's friends","o":1,"c":6,"h":0},"1210692944950":{"n":"VA","o":1,"c":6,"h":0},"1210705745270":
{"n":"zone12","o":1,"c":9,"h":0},"-1":{"n":"Other Friends","h":0,"o":1}}, {});
buddyList.setVisibilityRatio({"r":0.94,"ts":1264625344});
wind
        mentionsData: {"typeahead":"1157525754-1264625450-3&u=1157525754","prompt":false,"callout":""},
        overrideAttachmentEndpoint: false,
        sourceAppID: "",
        initialTextareaHeight: 36,
        targetedPrivacyWidget: null,
        isOnHomepage: 1
      }); });;});



Policy Creation Tool Prototype

● Firefox 3 browser add-on
● Enable policy-creation mode

● Mouse over desired boxes
● Click to make them permanent
● Currently only does boxes

● End result is currently saved as 
modified HTML



But what about channels?
● Channels are defi ned in detail in previous 

mashup work
● e.g. Set  your  home cit y in one box and have it  

update news, weather , classifi eds, etc. boxes
● However, we found few channels in pract ice

● This made it  very diffi cult  to draw useful 
conclusions about  their  use and secur it y

?



Issues & Future Work
● ViSP can only handle visual par ts of  page
● Channels?

● In the works:
● Switch to using CSS-syntax for  ViSP
● User study
● Test  against  larger  corpus of  websites
● Test  against  real-wor ld at tacks



Open Questions
● Is ViSP really more usable for  developers?
● How much communicat ion goes on within 

the page?
● Our test  set  had lit t le communicat ion, but  was 

that  an art ifact  of  the sites chosen?
● What  technologies should ViSP play well 

with to provide a complete solut ion?



More info?
● This paper was presented at  HotSec '10
● It  is ent it led “Visual Secur ity Policy for  the 

Web” and is available at  these locat ions:
● ht tp://www.usenix.org/events/hotsec10/tech/full_ papers/Oda.pdf
● ht tp://webinsecur it y.net /resources/visp-oda-hotsec2010.pdf

● You can also contact  me at  
terr i@zone12.com if  you have any quest ions 
or  ideas you'd like to discuss

● Thanks!

http://www.usenix.org/events/hotsec10/tech/full_papers/Oda.pdf
http://webinsecurity.net/resources/visp-oda-hotsec2010.pdf
mailto:terri@zone12.com
file:///Users/terri/School/javascript/presentations/hotsec2010/
file:///Users/terri/School/javascript/presentations/hotsec2010/
file:///Users/terri/School/javascript/presentations/hotsec2010/


 

Picture Links
● Megashark infographic: ht tp://staubman.com/blog/?p=67
● Equat ions: 

ht tp://www.fl ickr .com/photos/t imdorr /3325487594/
● Sandbox: ht tp://www.fl ickr .com/photos/lemon/4623624130
● Kid in sandbox 1: 

ht tp://www.fl ickr .com/photos/benmcleod/213005390
● Kid in sandbox 2: 

ht tp://www.fl ickr .com/photos/t rommet ter /128400664/
● Kit ten: 

ht tp://www.fl ickr .com/photos/23258385@N04/2237739552/
● Shark: ht tp://www.fl ickr .com/photos/r ling/438037919/
● Shark in house: 

ht tp://www.fl ickr .com/photos/davemorr is/144525103/
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Picture Links (2)
● Shark Tank: 

ht tp://www.fl ickr .com/photos/f rodefj eld/4848877101
● Tanks of  things: 

ht tp://www.fl ickr .com/photos/smailt ronic/283081856/
● Last  page sharks:

● ht tp://www.fl ickr .com/photos/r ling/3020323557/
● ht tp://www.fl ickr .com/photos/volk/1038089969/
● ht tp://www.fl ickr .com/photos/greyloch/4180141503/

http://www.flickr.com/photos/frodefjeld/4848877101
http://www.flickr.com/photos/smailtronic/283081856/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/rling/3020323557/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/volk/1038089969/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/greyloch/4180141503/
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A note to PDF readers
● These are annotated slides: the second half  

of  the PDF contains the slides with the 
notes.

● The notes with each slide are a rough 
t ranscr ipt  of  what  I said at  HotSec

● If  you would like to know more, the full 
paper is available at  these locat ions:
● ht tp://www.usenix.org/events/hotsec10/tech/full_ papers/Oda.pdf
● ht tp://webinsecur it y.net /resources/visp-oda-hotsec2010.pdf

● And you can always contact  me at  
terr i@zone12.com if  you have more 
quest ions or  want  to discuss these ideas!



  

 

 

83% 

of web sites have had a serious vulnerability

According to WhiteHat Security, 83% of web sites they 
looked at had a serious vulnerability at some point in 
their lifetimes.



  

 

 

64%
of all sites have one right now

They found that nearly two thirds of all websites had 
such a vulnerability right now.  

So really, we should be asking ourselves... why?



  

 

 

What makes the 
web so hard to 

secure?

What makes the web so difficult to secure?

Unfortunately, that's not an easy question to answer.  If 
you asked 20 web security experts, you might get 20 
different answers...



  

 

 

Browsers

Infrastructure

Insuffcient security experts

Insecure coding practices

Education

Policy

Standards

Poor design choices

Attackers

Web Designers
JavaScript

HTML

Flash

From technologies to attackers to standards... there's a 
lot of little things that can go wrong and result in an 
insecure web page. 

I don't have time to talk about all of them and I certainly 
don't know how to solve all of them, so I'm going to 
focus on one particular issue...



  

 

 

There are no restrictions 
within a web page

And that's that there are no restrictions within a web 
page.



  

 

 

Sandbox

So in the typical way of describing things, your browser 
makes a sandbox for your web page to play in.



  

 

 

Baby

So you put your cute little baby web page in there, and 
things are pretty good. But eventually, you get 
bored...



  

 

 

Toys

And you want to add some toys in.  User comments, 
latest status updates, advertisements, pictures.  
There's a lot of toys available for your web page.  
And that's great...



  

 

 

... if your web page is filled with nothing but cute and 
cuddly things that like to play together.  But even 
cute and cuddly things have accidents...



  

 

 

And not every bit of stuff that gets added to a web 
page is necessarily safe.  It's quite easy to wind up 
with sharks in your sandbox.



  

 

 

Separation between components 
can mitigate attacks

We've actually got some great web security work out 
for mashups that deals with separation, so you can 
put all those potential sharks into separate tanks and 
keep other content safe.



  

 

 

So your web page becomes a bit more like an 
aquarium with lots of separate boxes or containers or 
fish tanks.



  

 

 

But not many 
web 

developers use 
encapsulation

But even though we have known ways to add 
separation, web developers don't use it.  And then 
you wind up with sharks pretty much everywhere... 

(This actually isn't photoshopped; it's a real art 
installation.)



  

 

 

And if you're worried about sharks, you should be 
especially worried about the menace that is 
MegaShark.  If you've watched the trailers, you know 
that MegaShark is a giant shark capable of jumping 
out of the ocean into the air and taking out an 
airplane.

[pause]

But no, I'm not here to talk about MegaShark.



  

 

 

Infographics 
make complex 
data easier to 
understand 

using visuals

What I want you to see is that the picture I have up 
here is an infographic.  That's a graphical way to 
represent data, usually statistics, used by magazines 
and other who want to convey complex data in a way 
that people can readily understand it. 

So here you can see visually how much bigger 
MegaShark is than a great white or even a 
meglodon.  The infographic shows you how fast 
MegaShark would have to be going, reminds you 
that a shark travelling that quickly would damage 
other nearby boats, and so on.  



  

 

 

Equations 
allow more 

detailed 
analysis...

if you 
understand 

them

It's not the only way to represent the information.  One 
could also use the equations that were used to 
calculate the speed of the shark.  This lets you get a 
lot more detailed information, like the density of the 
water in the San Francisco Bay.  

But you can only glean that information if you 
understand the equations.  I have a math degree, 
and I can tell you that I certainly can't get that 
information at a glance: you need to know the 
symbols used, the physics, etc.  It may provide great 
detailed information to experts, but for many people it 
will be impenetrable, and even for experts it's going 
to take a lot more time to analyze.



  

 

 

So that's two ways to represent information, one which 
is very good for quick explanation and memorable 
presentation, another which provides greater detail 
and precision.

But what doe this have to do with web pages?



  

 

 

The people who make web pages...

... are also the people who make 
infographics

Well, the thing you should note is that the people who 
make web pages are often the same sort of people 
who make infographics.  They're graphical designers, 
and they like to work within the visual space, often to 
reach a wide audience.



  

 

 

Visual 
Security 

Policy

And that's the sort of thinking that inspired my work on 
visual security policy.  Existing work allows extensive 
customization of policy, but it didn't really give a 
higher level, at-a-glance sort of way to deal with web 
page security.



  

 

 

Math is hard, let's draw boxes!

● Click to add an out line

Or to put it more flippantly... Math is hard, let's draw 
boxes.



  

 

 

So here's an example.  Let's say you're running a site 
with forums.  This is the support forum for Drupal, a 
content management system.  People post their 
questions, and other people can help them out with 
answers.



  

 

 

http://attacker.com

But what if one of those people answering wasn't 
interested in being helpful so much as gaining control 
over other users?  Suppose this person was able to 
inject a little bit of code (and remember, with over 
80% of sites vulnerable at some point in their 
lifetimes, it may just be a matter of waiting).

So here, let's suppose poster #2 has injected some 
code that changes the login box so that it sends 
usernames and passwords out to attacker.com.



  

 

 

The Attack

● Redirects the form to at tacker.com

That's about two lines of code, so it's easy enough to 
disguise and hide in a lengthy comment.



  

 

 

If we wanted to stop this using boxes, we'd probably 
take a look at the page and think “well, that's user-
inserted content there and there... there could be 
sharks!” so you could put a box around each 
comment separately.  And then we might realize that 
login box contains the username and password, so 
we should probably protect it too.  Into a box it goes!  
That way if we missed a source of user content, it's 
still protected.



  

 

 

http://attacker.com

So if poster #2 goes and tries to attack the page, they 
get stopped in their own box, and they cannot 
change the login box, so nothing gets sent out to 
attacker.com.



  

 

 

Visual Security Policy (or ViSP for short) has 4 component.  
The first as we saw in the example is a box: it's a visual 
area on screen that has an associate security policy.

The second is a channel, which allows communication 
between boxes.  This can be one-way.

Then there's the multibox, which is a bit different in that it's 
more of a shortcut. There are many cases where there are 
a whole bunch of similar things on a page: lists of status 
updates, news stories, comments, etc. We might want to 
give them all similar security properties, and the multibox 
lets us do that.  Also sometimes the “next” button may add 
things into the page instead of loading a new one, so the 
multibox makes sure you don't have to care if there's 5 
things or 20 – they'll still be boxed up.

Finally there's structure which is the... invisible part of visual 
security policy.  It lets you group things into columns, etc. 
even if the column itself shouldn't have any special security 
policy.

 



  

 

 

ViSP for Drupal
<st ructure alt="Whole page">
    <st ructure alt="Column 1">
      <box id="div:node:1" alt="Main post " />
      <box id="div:w4:1" alt="Comment  1" />
    < /st ructure>
    <st ructure alt="Column 2">  
       <box id="div:w2:1" alt="Login Box">
   </st ructure>
</st ructure>

So here's what the ViSP would look like for our Drupal 
example.  It's short xml, and you'll note that the id 
attribute can be used to show how ViSP can be 
associated with the underlying HTML.

But this is a relatively small example.  What would 
ViSP look like on a larger site?



  

 

 

More complex: Facebook

● Facebook is now ¼ of  page views in the US
● Contains many high r isk elements:

● user-generated content
● advert isers
● apps
● Users who don't  get  secur ity

● Fair ly complex layout
● Visually very busy

So let's look at Facebook.  At ¼ of the page views in 
the US, you pretty much have to be able to handle 
Facebook if you want to claim you have a system 
that can do web security.  While you might have to 
whitelist facebook itself, the elements of it will show 
up on other sites because that's what people expect.

And some of those are high-risk elements: user-
generated content, advertiers, apps, and people who 
sometimes don't realise the risks they're taking.  And 
of course, it's a fairly complex layout which could be 
an issue for a visual solution.



  

 

 

Click to add title

● Click to add an outline

So here's what Facebook looked like a little while ago.  
They've since redesigned by many of the elements 
are still there, like the menu bars.



  

 

 

Click to add title

● Click to add an outline

And here's what a visual security policy for facebook 
might look like.  I've protected menu bars on the top 
and bottom because attackers might modify those to 
facilitate phishing attacks.  There's my chat on the 
right and an advertisement on the far right, and then 
there's a big multibox with all my friends' status 
updates in there.  I might trust my friends, but you 
never know when someone might get their account 
compromised or hit with a virus or something, so we 
want to separate those out.



  

 

 

ViSP for Facebook home page
● Click to add an out line

And here's what that fairly visually busy policy looks 
like in XML.  Not too bad, really.



  

 

 

Facebook Code
● Click to add an out lineonloadRegister(function (){Arbiter.registerCallback(function () {UIIntentionalStream.instance.oldest = 1264540346;DOM.replace(DOM.find(document.documentElement, "#pagelet_intentional_stream .UIShowMore_Pager"), 

HTML("<div class=\"UIShowMore_Pager UIContentBox lightblue_box pas\"><div class=\"UIShowMore_PagerInner clearfix\"><div class=\"UIShowMore_ShowMore\"><a rel=\"async\" href=\"#\" ajaxify=\"\/ajax\/intent.php?
filter=h&amp;oldest=1264540346&amp;use_primer=1\" class=\"PagerMoreLink\">Older Posts<i class=\"PagerArrow img spritemap_icons sx_icons_down_arrow_blue\"><\/i><img 
src=\"http:\/\/b.static.ak.fbcdn.net\/rsrc.php\/zBS5C\/hash\/7hwy7at6.gif\" class=\"UIShowMore_Pager_Loader\" style=\"height:11px;width:16px;\" \/><\/a><\/div><div class=\"UIIntentionalStream_HiddenInfo\"><a rel=\"dialog\" 
href=\"\/ajax\/feed\/edit_options_dialog.php?filter_key=h\">Edit options<\/a><\/div><\/div><\/div>"));Arbiter.inform("first_stream_pagelet_ready", false, Arbiter.BEHAVIOR_STATE);},["first_stream_pagelet_ready"]);;});
onloadRegister(function (){ufi_add_textarea_control(8000, "Write a comment...");;});
onafterloadRegister(function (){UIIntentionalStream.instance.loadMoreOnScroll("div_story_1810838803_461776435696", 45, 1264625452);;});
; onloadRegister(function (){window.__UIControllerRegistry["c4b60a731510823f617c1b"] = new UIPagelet("c4b60a731510823f617c1b", "\/pagelet\/home\/nux_guide.php", {"template":"home_hasfriends"}, {});; ;;});
; onloadRegister(function (){window.__UIControllerRegistry["c4b60a731512d816f2a8f4"] = new UIPagelet("c4b60a731512d816f2a8f4", "\/pagelet\/presence.php", {"user":1157525754,"appId":null,"hide":false}, {});; ;;});
onloadRegister(function (){window.presenceCookieManager = new CookieManager(2, true);
window.channelManager = new ChannelManagerPro("1157525754", 0, {"MIN_RETRY_INTERVAL":3000,"MAX_RETRY_INTERVAL":60000}, false, false);
window.presence = new Presence("1157525754", "Terri Oda", "Terri", 1264625457000, 0, 
{"UPDATE_GRANULARITY":20,"BUDDY_BASE_TIME":40,"BUDDY_MAX_TIME":900,"BUDDY_COST_NEVER_SENT_MESSAGE":900,"BUDDY_COST_NO_LIST_CHANGE":30,"BUDDY_COST_NO_CHAT_TABS":30,"BUDDY
_COST_CHAT_ACTIVITY":180,"BUDDY_COST_VIEW_ACTIVITY":180,"BUDDY_COST_PAGE_ACTIVITY":180,"BUDDY_MAX_ACTIVITY_MINS":180,"BUDDY_MAX_AVAIL_COOKIE":20,"BUDDY_VIEW_FETCH_WINDOW":1
20,"NOTIFICATIONS_PIGGYBACK_PERCENTAGE":10,"CHAT_UI_COOKIE_CACHE_WINDOW":25,"NOTIFICATIONS_CACHE_VERSION":1});
window.presenceUpdater = new PresenceUpdater();
window.presenceNotifications = new ChatNotifications(0, 17, 1264625457000, {"128581025231":"Marketplace","2409997254":"Likes","19675640871":"Feed Comments","2305272732":"Photos","2530096808":"Pages"}, 
1264520985, 0, 10, 1);
window.chatOptions = new ChatOptions(1, {"compact_buddylist":0,"sticky_buddylist":0,"sound":1});
window.buddyList = new ChatBuddyList();
buddyList.initNoRender(15, {"786505526":{"i":0,"fl":["-1"]}}, 1264625353000, 1, true, {"1210706265283":{"n":"Anita Borg","o":1,"c":7,"h":0},"1210705905274":{"n":"Carleton","o":1,"c":20,"h":0},"1250536181006":
{"n":"GHC","o":1,"c":2,"h":0},"1158569201889":{"n":"Guild","o":1,"c":8,"h":0},"1210708385336":{"n":"John's friends","o":1,"c":8,"h":0},"1210705825272":{"n":"MBL\/Lisgar","o":1,"c":12,"h":0},"1210707265308":
{"n":"NCF","o":1,"c":3,"h":0},"1156645153789":{"n":"Open Source","o":1,"c":29,"h":0},"1179194877518":{"n":"Susan's friends","o":1,"c":6,"h":0},"1210692944950":{"n":"VA","o":1,"c":6,"h":0},"1210705745270":
{"n":"zone12","o":1,"c":9,"h":0},"-1":{"n":"Other Friends","h":0,"o":1}}, {});
buddyList.setVisibilityRatio({"r":0.94,"ts":1264625344});
wind
        mentionsData: {"typeahead":"1157525754-1264625450-3&u=1157525754","prompt":false,"callout":""},
        overrideAttachmentEndpoint: false,
        sourceAppID: "",
        initialTextareaHeight: 36,
        targetedPrivacyWidget: null,
        isOnHomepage: 1
      }); });;});

... Especially when you compare it to the actual code 
for facebook.  This is some of the code used to 
generate the page I showed you (you can see my 
name in there).  It's complex JavaScript, and it can 
be surprisingly difficult to figure out where a box 
should begin and end in all that mess.  And that's not 
a critique of Facebook specifically: many web sites 
are generated from a variety of server and client-side 
systems.  Writing policy within the HTML can be very 
complex, and that could be one of the reasons so 
few web developers have embraced security policy.



  

 

 

Policy Creation Tool Prototype

● Firefox 3 browser add-on
● Enable policy-creation mode

● Mouse over desired boxes
● Click to make them permanent
● Currently only does boxes

● End result is currently saved as 
modified HTML

The real question at this point is “does it work?” and I 
can tell you that I do indeed have a working 
prototype.  You put it into policy creation mode 
through the menu or a keystroke, mouse over the 
page, and click to draw the boxes.  Right now, it only 
handles boxes: you have to write in channels and 
multiboxes by hand.



  

 

 

But what about channels?
● Channels are defi ned in detail in previous 

mashup work
● e.g. Set  your home city in one box and have it  

update news, weather, classifi eds, etc. boxes
● However, we found few channels in pract ice

● This made it  very diffi cult  to draw useful 
conclusions about  their  use and secur it y

?
Now, you may be asking... what about the properties of 

channels?  How do they work?  And the answer is “I 
wish I could tell you.”

Channels are a staple of the existing work in mashups, 
with the idea that you'd want to set up a page so 
changing, say, your city could also update news, 
weather, etc. In other parts of the page.  But within 
my test set, I was surprised to find very little use of 
this sort of inter-page communication. I don't know if 
this is an artifact of the pages we chose, or if there 
simply isn't much communication going in within the 
page.  Perhaps most communication comes from 
attackers?  I really don't know the answers.



  

 

 

Issues & Future Work
● ViSP can only handle visual par ts of  page
● Channels?

● In the works:
● Switch to using CSS-syntax for  ViSP
● User study
● Test  against  larger corpus of  websites
● Test  against  real-wor ld at tacks

So here's some of the issues we found and some things I'd 
like to do.  The big issue with ViSP is that it can only 
handle visual parts of the page, so if you've got JavaScript 
in your header, there's no way to encapsulate that. We 
found that in many cases, JavaScript was included where it 
was used, so you'd have menu code and the menu right 
together where the menu is displayed in the page instead 
of in the headers.  But that may not always be the case. 

It's unclear how that's going to work, just like it's unclear 
about how channels will work.

Several people, including one of my anonymous reviewers 
rightly suggested that ViSP might be even easier if it could 
be deployed not as separate XML but instead as a 
“security stylesheet” in CSS.  So we're working on that.  
We're also putting together a user study for the fall so we 
can answer the question of whether it really is more 
usable.  And of course, there are more tests to be had 
against other websites and real world attacks.



  

 

 

Open Questions
● Is ViSP really more usable for  developers?
● How much communicat ion goes on within 

the page?
● Our test  set  had lit t le communicat ion, but  was 

that  an ar t ifact  of  the sites chosen?
● What  technologies should ViSP play well 

with to provide a complete solut ion?

Since this is HotSec, here's a few questions to get the 
discussion started:

- Is ViSP really more usable? I've gotten really positive 
responses in my informal discussions with web folk, 
but it's still an open question.

- How much communication goes on within the page?  
Was that a fluke of our test set or have we learned 
something about normal web behaviours?

And finally
- What technologies should ViSP play well with to 

provide a complete solution?
This is only one piece of the web security puzzle that 

deals with one part of the web security problem – 
how does it need to interact with others to provide a 
complete solution?

Thanks very much for listening.



  

 

 

More info?
● This paper was presented at  HotSec '10
● It  is ent it led “Visual Secur ity Policy for the 

Web” and is available at  these locat ions:
● ht tp://www.usenix.org/events/hotsec10/tech/full_ papers/Oda.pdf
● ht tp://webinsecur it y.net /resources/visp-oda-hotsec2010.pdf

● You can also contact  me at  
terr i@zone12.com if  you have any quest ions 
or  ideas you'd like to discuss

● Thanks!



  

 

 

Picture Links
● Megashark infographic: ht tp://staubman.com/blog/?p=67
● Equat ions: 

ht tp://www.fl ickr .com/photos/t imdorr /3325487594/
● Sandbox: ht tp://www.fl ickr .com/photos/lemon/4623624130
● Kid in sandbox 1: 

ht tp://www.fl ickr .com/photos/benmcleod/213005390
● Kid in sandbox 2: 

ht tp://www.fl ickr .com/photos/t rommet ter /128400664/
● Kit ten: 

ht tp://www.fl ickr .com/photos/23258385@N04/2237739552/
● Shark: ht tp://www.fl ickr .com/photos/r ling/438037919/
● Shark in house: 

ht tp://www.fl ickr .com/photos/davemorr is/144525103/



  

 

 

Picture Links (2)
● Shark Tank: 

ht tp://www.fl ickr .com/photos/f rodefj eld/4848877101
● Tanks of  things: 

ht tp://www.fl ickr .com/photos/smailt ronic/283081856/
● Last  page sharks:

● ht tp://www.fl ickr .com/photos/r ling/3020323557/
● ht tp://www.fl ickr .com/photos/volk/1038089969/
● ht tp://www.fl ickr .com/photos/greyloch/4180141503/


